RESOURCES FOR THE NAVLE

The Student American Veterinary Medicine Association resource guide and survey results as well as the International Council for Veterinary Assessment’s bulletin of information may be useful in providing tips and hints on taking the NAVLE.

PRINT RESOURCES

*The Merck Veterinary Manual*
SF 745 M4 2016 – Permanent Reserve
*Loan period: 2 hours*

*NAVLE®: Flashcard Study System*
Beaumont, TX: Mometrix Media LLC, 2014
SF 759 N382 2014 – ask at Circulation Desk
*Loan period: 2 days*

*NAVLE® Secrets Study Guide: Your Key to Exam Success*
NAVLE test review for the North American Veterinary Licensing Examination
Beaumont, TX: Mometrix Media LLC, 2013
SF 759 N38 2013 – Stacks
*Loan period: 2 weeks*

*Saunders Comprehensive Review for the NAVLE*
Patricia Schenck; St. Louis, Mo.: Saunders/Elsevier, 2010
SF 759 S38 2010 – Stacks
*Loan period: 2 weeks*
SF 759 S38 2010 CD ROM – ask at Circulation Desk
*Loan period: 2 days*

*Saunders Comprehensive Review for the NAVLE - Interactive Exam Practice CD-ROM*
Patricia Schenck; St. Louis, Mo.: Saunders/Elsevier, 2010
SF 759 S381 2010 CDROM – ask at Circulation Desk
*Loan period: 2 days*

*Saunders Veterinary Anatomy Flash Cards (2nd edition)*
Baljit Singh; St. Louis, Mo.: Elsevier Saunders, 2016
SF 759 S28 2016 – ask at Circulation Desk
*Loan period: 2 days*

*Small Animal Veterinary Nerdbook (3rd edition)*
Sophia A. Yin; Davis, CA: CattleDog Pub., 2010
SF 981 Y56 2010 – Permanent Reserve
*Loan period: 2 hours*
**Veterinary Board Exam Review Flash Cards (Vols. 1 – 3)**

*Large animal -- Small animal -- Avian & exotics*

SF 759 V48 2008 V. 1 (3 copies) – ask at Circulation Desk
SF 759 V48 2010 V. 2 (2 copies) – ask at Circulation Desk
SF 759 V48 2012 V. 3 (2 copies) – ask at Circulation Desk

*Loan period: 2 days*

**ELECTRONIC RESOURCES**

**American Association of Veterinary State Boards**
A resource for information about regulation of the veterinarian profession. Includes information about state and provincial boards, resources for licensing board members, and more.

**Companion Animal Parasite Council**
Offers practice questions, reference guide, and videos pertaining to questions about parasites on the NAVLE.

**International Council for Veterinary Assessment**
Offers practice questions, tutorials, practice test and self-assessments, background information on the examination, and other preparation tools.

**Martindale’s Virtual Veterinary Center**
Contains information based on subject matter and provides links to various pertinent sources.

**The Merck Veterinary Manual**
Whitehouse Station, N.J.: Merck & Co., Inc., 1955-2018

**VIN**
A membership to Veterinary Information Network is free while you are a veterinary student, intern, resident, or faculty member at an academic institution. VIN offers 3D anatomical models, a virtual clinic, drug formularies, video libraries, and information about the NAVLE.

**Vet Prep**
Created in 2003 by four veterinary students, Vet Prep offers NAVLE-like timed exams, thousands of review questions, mini-reviews and lectures, detailed summaries of key topics, and detailed metrics to track performance. Detailed explanations of review answers help users understand why a particular answer is the best choice. **ACCESS TO THIS CONTENT REQUIRES PAYMENT.**

**Zuku Review**
Over 4,000 practice questions, 1800 vet board game flash cards, over 1,200 image questions, 45 hours of premium videos on various topics, timed tests to mimic the real NAVLE experience, statistical analysis of study progress by species and specialty, and a customized test of your missed questions. Answers to practice questions take you directly to the Merck Veterinary Manual online for more information. Sign up to receive a NAVLE or VTNE question of the day. **ACCESS TO THIS CONTENT REQUIRES PAYMENT.**